PMI Chennai Empowers Girls Through PM Education

Learn about how the PMI Chennai Chapter is educating girls with project management skills in India using PMIEF resources.

Read More
DONOR SPOTLIGHT: Kris Troukens

PMIEF connects generations through experiences, education, and donations

New Dell video showcasing their volunteer program using PM Skills for Life®

Using PMIEF’s Project Management Skills for Life®, DVPM engages Dell project managers—many of whom are

Join our Monthly Giving Program

Monthly giving is the easiest, most effective way to support PMIEF. Become a monthly donor today and see how your sustained investment can add up to lasting change for bringing
PMI members—to help nonprofit professionals acquire and apply project management knowledge to their work to enhance their effectiveness and efficiency.

Watch »

project management for social good to the global community. For $10 a month, you can help bring project management knowledge to 12 youth annually.

Join »

Make a Gift